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In 1960s, some extra-terrestials named Ummites from Planet Ummo sent letters to various scientists and researchers. The letters state that the Ummites first visited earth in 1950 as a small group of scientist-explorers. They claimed to have landed in France. It is said that there are 1,60,000 pages of total Ummo documents which were declared as hoax in 90s by many scientists. The Ummites wrote about their daily life, housing, cooling, food, work, games, family, sex, modes of transport, their education... Their goals were the study of Earth's biosphere, atmosphere and culture. The Ummites were amazed seeing our multi-cultural society. They wanted to learn all the cultures and activities on earth.
INT. RESEARCH ROOM - DAY

SUB: EARTH RESEARCH CENTRE, PLANET UMMO

The room is pitch black, no walls and no floor. There is a huge grid display showing earth, some footages and some interface. An Extra-terrestrial UNIBUNTU is seen to be operating the display. It changes the footages randomly. The footages shows stray dogs, buses, trains, humans. The Unibuntu suddenly pauses a footage and zooms to the human's neck. The man has closed his collar button of the shirt. The Unibuntu also closes its collar button. Then enters Commander.

COMMANDER
Good Morning Unibuntu.

UNIBUNTU
Good Morning Commander.

COMMANDER
I have a good news for you.

UNIBUNTU
Yes commander.

COMMANDER
Our Mission has been approved by The Board after many hearings.

UNIBUNTU
(Excited)
Very good. It is a good news.

COMMANDER
We start our mission tomorrow.(Pause) Be careful, many are not happy about this mission.

UNIBUNTU
No one can stop me in this mission.

COMMANDER
Good then, Expedition to Earth will be a success.

UNIBUNTU
Sure it will be.

COMMANDER
You will travel to earth using a quasar. While travelling by quasar, you will have a memory loss of recent incidents.

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: COMMANDER (CONT'D)
So I will contact you and brief you the mission as soon as you reach earth.

UNIBUNTU
Yes Commander.

Commander leaves the room and Unibuntu gets back to the display.

FADE TO:

INT. RESEARCH ROOM - DAY

SUB: FEW MOMENTS LATER...

SEGRYUS enters the room.

SEGRYUS
Good afternoon Unibuntu.

UNIBUNTU
What are you doing here?

SEGRYUS
I heard you are on an Expedition to Earth.

UNIBUNTU
Yes.

SEGRYUS
I came here to warn you. Your mission is on the wrong path.

UNIBUNTU
The mission is on the right path. And no can stop me from my mission.

SEGRYUS
Don’t believe what the commander says. I’ve been suspicious of his activities. He is a traitor. You must not go on this mission.

UNIBUNTU
I will not listen to you. You are the traitor.

SEGRYUS
You will regret this decision. (Pause) Goodbye.

(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED:

Segryus leaves the room. Unibuntu thinks for a while and leaves in the opposite direction.

FADE OUT.

INT. QUASAR ROOM – DAY

SUB : NEXT DAY...

This room is pure white. A small glowing ball is floating in the air. Unibuntu slowly approaches the ball. The ball slowly moves forward towards his hands. Holding the ball Unibuntu kneels down. Suddenly ball’s light starts to cover Unibuntu. He then disappears in a flash.

EXT. SOMEWHERE ON EARTH – DAY

SUB : PLANET EARTH

The place is deserted. Suddenly out of nowhere comes an energy field. The field is very wild. After few seconds it starts to fade out. The field fades out and reveals Unibuntu. Unibuntu looks around in wonder. After a few moments the phone rings. Unibuntu attends the phone. The commander appears in a holographic image.

COMMANDER
I see that you have landed on Earth. Unibuntu your mission on earth will be elimination of a Human being. The profile of the human being has been sent to you. You will morph like him and take his place on earth. Be careful Humans are the most complicated species.

UNIBUNTU
Yes Commander. I will do as said.

COMMANDER
Good Luck Unibuntu.

After the call, Unibuntu receives the profile of his target. The display shows the photos and details of the target. The target name appears to be RAHUL. After grasping all data of Rahul, Unibuntu morphs into Rahul. He then sets off to find his target.

CUT TO:
EXT. RESTAURANT - DAY

Unibuntu observes a group of humans chatting at the restaurant.

CUT TO:

EXT. ROADSIDE - DAY

Unibuntu is amazed by our technologies in transports. He examines a bike parked on road side.

CUT TO:

EXT. PLAYGROUND - DAY

Unibuntu watches a street cricket match. He captures it in his phone.

CUT TO:

EXT. UNKNOWN PLACE - DAY

Unibuntu is waiting for the target. Rahul comes on a walk. As Rahul approaches Unibuntu blocks him. Rahul is shocked to see a person like himself.

UNIBUNTU
Is your name Rahul?

RAHUL
Yes. Who are you? You just look like me.

UNIBUNTU
I am Unibuntu. I come from Planet Ummo which is 3800 light years away from here.

RAHUL
So you are claiming to be an extra-terrestrial.

UNIBUNTU
Yes.

RAHUL
So Why are you here?

UNIBUNTU
I am on a mission.

RAHUL
Mission! What’s your mission?

(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED:

**UNIBUNTU**
To eliminate you.

**RAHUL**
(Staggering)
What are you talking about?

**UNIBUNTU**
I’m here to kill you.

**RAHUL**
What?

Before Rahul can talk, Unibuntu starts a fight with him. Fight ensues and Rahul tries to defend himself. Unibuntu starts to gain an upper hand.

After few stunts Rahul picks up energy and starts defeating Unibuntu. Rahul becomes victor after a long fight. Unibuntu falls to ground. Now weak Unibuntu is wondering how a human could defeat him.

Rahul now takes out a weird device and places it over the stomach of Unibuntu. Unibuntu tries to get his head off the floor but fails. Rahul bends down to Unibuntu.

**RAHUL**
I said you will regret your decision.

**UNIBUNTU**
Ah!!!

**RAHUL**
Goodbye.

Rahul switches on the device. The device starts to seize the life organs of Unibuntu. As Unibuntu dies, Rahul reveals to be Segryus.

**FLASHBACK CUT:**

**INT. THE BOARD ROOM - DAY**

**SUB : THE BOARD, PLANET UMMO**

The board consists of four persons whose faces are hidden by shadow. Segryus is standing before them.

**SEGRYUS**
I bring an issue to the board.

**BOARD MEM 1**
What is that?
SEGURYUS
Commander is trying to misuse the Expedition to earth. He has planned to kill a human using Unibuntu.

BOARD MEM 2
Do you have evidence?

SEGURYUS
No, Majesties.

BOARD MEM 3
Then what do you expect us to do.

SEGURYUS
I come here to seek permission to travel to earth and follow Unibuntu for proof.

Board Members discuss something to themselves.

BOARD MEM 1
To earth you shall go. But not interfere Expedition to Earth without our concern.

SEGURYUS
As you say Majesties.

BOARD MEM 2
You shall have this.

The member gives Segryus a phone.

BOARD MEM 4
You will travel today through our Quasar. So that no one will know you travelled.

BOARD MEM 3
Remember you have to contact us as soon as you get information.

SEGURYUS
Yes, Majesties.

Board members look up Segryus as he leaves.

FLASH CUT:

INT. QUASAR ROOM - DAY
Segryus travels through Quasar as Unibuntu travels.

FLASH CUT:
EXT. SOMEWHERE ON EARTH - DAY

Segryus oversees the call between Unibuntu and Commander. He captures the call data and sends it to The Board. The Board calls Segryus after sometime.

BOARD MEM 1
Segryus, you were right. Now we have a mission for you.

SEGRYUS
Yes, Majesties. I will accept it with honour. What is it I must do?

BOARD MEM 3
You have to make contact with the human target and make a bond with him.

BOARD MEM 2
After that you have to eliminate the traitor.

SEGRYUS
But..

BOARD MEM 1
Don't worry, according to galatic relations right - none of Ummites will try to harm any species or living things on other planets. So done will be executed.

BOARD MEM 3
As the Board Members we authorise you to be the executioner.

BOARD MEM 2
You will eliminate Unibuntu before its too late. We will take care of the Commander.

SEGRYUS
Yes, Majesties.

FLASH CUT:

EXT. SOMEWHERE ON EARTH - DAY

Segryus morphs into Rahul and searches him. Segryus encounters Rahul on the road while walking.

SEGRYUS
Is your name Rahul?

(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED:

RAHUL
Yes.

SEGRYUS
I am Segryus. I come from Planet called Ummo.

RAHUL
So you are claiming to be an extra-terrestrial. Prove it.

Segryus morphs to his original form. Rahul is amazed at what he is seeing.

RAHUL
Wow. Why are you here? And what are you doing my appearance.

SEGRYUS
I am here to save you.

Segryus tells Rahul all about Ummo, Unibuntu and Expedition to Earth.

RAHUL
So there is an alien out there, wanting to kill me.

SEGRYUS
Yes. I want you to let me be with you till the danger is over in your form.

Rahul thinks for a second.

RAHUL
OK, no problem.

FLASHBACK CUT:

EXT. UNKNOWN PLACE - DAY

Back to present. Unibuntu is now dead. Segryus calls The Board to present the news.

BOARD MEM 1
You have successfully completed the mission.

BOARD MEM 3
Now your next mission.

SEGRYUS
My next mission?

(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED:

BOARD MEM 4
Yes. You will reside with the
Human and learn their cultures and
activities. This will be a good
start for an intergalactic
relationship. Remember you will be
their friend not a foe.

SEGRYUS
Yes, Majesties.

Segryus walks to the end of the street where Rahul is
waiting. Segryus tells the new mission and Rahul is happy
to hear it.

THE END